
PRESENTATION

The company Logistica Friseco S.L. has been created to give a response to
the  latest  needs  of  the  current  and  future  refrigerated  and  frozen
distribution, storage and transport sectors. Our mission is to maintain the
highest, safest quality of frozen food products during their transfer stages

Our facilities have been designed to offer the most demanded services of
our sector, such as:

- Storage
- Cross-docking
- Picking
- Distribution
- Freezing tunnel (-40ºC)

Therefore, Friseco is equipped with seven walk-in freezers, which can work
in  positive  or  negative  cold,  depending  on  the  needs.  We  also  offer  a
freezing tunnel that can contain 40 pallets, 30000 kg, and works at -40ºC.

In  our  cold  storage  units,  we  have  advance  storage  systems,  such  as
Pushback (a gravity moving rack system), Movirack (a high density mobile
racking system) for storing and Picking, and compact and reinforced racks



like  the  drive-in  racking  system,  designed  to  obtain  a  huge  volume  of
storage.

We  offer  12  docks  and  a  controlled  temperature  wide  loading/unloading
area.

  

  

   

  

Our shifts and schedules are adapted to our customers’ needs.

Logistica Friseco relies on a highly qualified staff, experienced in the Picking
service in different sectors. They are able to use the latest technologies and
IT systems (including Radio Frequency), of our own or of a third party, which
are specific to this kind of service.

At Friseco we are conscious of the importance of the quality of the service.
For that reason, we have taken into account our customer experiences in



both  the  design  of  the  facilities  and  its  installation.  Thanks  to  all  that
experience  we could  avoid  most  of  the  issues  you  could  face,  and  find
solutions to them, being even able to foresee them.

Our strength is based on a very fluent communication with our customer,
which constantly adapts and improves our service. Our goal is to offer an
easy  and  practical  system  to  our  customers  that  will  allow  them  to
concentrate their efforts on their own business.

We also offer the possibility to rent offices in our facilities, from 16 sqm to
40 sqm, with shared areas, like meeting rooms, dining rooms, toilets, etc.

Our facilities are ready to be extended in case that would be necessary.

BENEFITS OF WORKING WITH FRISECO

We want to be your cold storage partner. For this, we offer all the services
required  to  make  you  feel  like  we  are  one  of  your  own  business
departments. Our goal is to avoid you any issue and make your work easier.
You just have to give us your instructions and our staff will handle them.
Our response times are very short to make the freight as fast as possible.

Our geographic location is exceptional thanks to all the connexions to the
whole South-East area of Spain. We are located in the A-7/E-15 motorway
exit 523 (Elche-Crevillente). This is very close to the coast line motorway AP-
7 (Torrevieja, San Pedro Del Pinatar, San Javier, La Manga del Mar Menor,
etc,), and also close to the A-31, Madrid freeway junction (Elda, Novelda,
Villena,  Almansa,  etc.),  to  the inland A-7 (Ibi,  Alcoy,  etc.)  and of  course,
close to Murcia and Alicante.



The demography of the close area allows to reach around 2 million resident
people, and more than 3 million touristic floating population. This population
is distributed in different routes so Friseco allows to unite platforms and an
economic saving in logistics.

Friseco location map indicating demography data and connexions between
main cities in a radius of 100 km:




